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Abstract—The bandwidth and energy demands of neural net-
works has spurred tremendous interest in developing novel
neuromorphic hardware, including photonic integrated circuits.
Although an optical waveguide can accommodate hundreds of
channels with THz bandwidth, the channel count of photonic sys-
tems is always bottlenecked by the devices within. In WDM-based
photonic neural networks, the synapses, i.e. network interconnec-
tions, are typically realized by microring resonators (MRRs), where
the WDM channel count (N ) is bounded by the free-spectral range
of the MRRs. For typical Si MRRs, we estimate N ≤ 30 within
the C-band. This not only restrains the aggregate throughput of
the neural network but also makes applications with high input
dimensions unfeasible. We experimentally demonstrate that pho-
tonic crystal nanobeam based synapses can be FSR-free within C-
band, eliminating the bound on channel count. This increases data
throughput as well as enables applications with high-dimensional
inputs like natural language processing and high resolution image
processing. In addition, the smaller physical footprint of photonic
crystal nanobeam cavities offers higher tuning energy efficiency
and a higher compute density than MRRs. Nanophotonic cavity
based synapse thus offers a path towards realizing highly scalable
photonic neural networks.

Index Terms—Photonic integrated circuits, photonic neural
networks.
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Fig. 1. (a) Model of the neuron showing linear weighting and summing of
inputs, followed by a nonlinear function, φ, (b) WDM compatible MRR-based
neuron with balanced photodetector and an electro-optic (EO) modulator, and
(c) a PhC-based neuron with photodetector and an EO modulator. Photodetector
carries out the summing operation while the EO modulator relays the nonlinear
transformation.

I. INTRODUCTION

ARTIFICIAL intelligence (AI) enabled by neural networks
has seen an explosive growth in the last decade [1].

Neural network algorithms are inherently parallel and thus
inefficient on conventional hardware where processing is se-
quential, this challenge has motivated neuromorphic hardware
engineering [2]. In neuromorphic electronics, bandwidth and
interconnectivity have to be traded off [2]. Photonics offers
the opportunity to simultaneously achieve high bandwidth with
high interconnectivity, in tandem with low power consumption
and low latency [3]. The interconnections between “neurons”
in a neural network are known as synapses. Fig. 1(a) shows
the functional model of a neuron: at each neuron, inputs from
other neurons are linearly weighed by synapses, summed and
nonlinearly transformed, generating an output. In photonics, one
can theoretically parallelize hundreds of high speed information
channels onto a single waveguide by encoding each channel on
a different wavelength, a scheme known as wavelength-division
multiplexing (WDM) [4]. Photonic implementations of synapses
include coherent and WDM systems [5]–[8]. WDM maximally
utilizes the high bandwidth of photonics, which then translates to
significant network benefits in terms of information throughput.
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Fig. 2. Performance benefits of PhCs as synapses. Their fundamental prop-
erties, such as FSR-free operation and small physical footprint, translates to
improvements in system performance metrics, including throughput, ability to
handle high-dimensional input applications, higher tuning energy efficiency and
high compute density. N refers to the WDM channel count.

Ref. [6] introduced the concept of a microring weight bank,
shown in Fig. 1(b), which is a WDM-based synapse where an
array of microring resonators (MRRs) selectively weighs an
input vector of wavelength channels. Each MRR addresses a
given wavelength channel where the transmission corresponding
to that wavelength is the weight for the synapse. The optical
output from the pass and drop ports of the weight bank are
then summed and differentially detected by a pair of balanced
photodetectors. The summed electrical signal from the PD then
drives an electro-optical modulator with an optical pump to
generate a nonlinearly transformed optical output [9].

Weighting at synapses represents the majority of operations
in a neural network, the overall network performance is thus
heavily dependent on the synapse properties, as encapsulated in
Fig. 2. The free-spectral range (FSR) of an MRR limits the num-
ber of wavelength channels, N , i.e. the number of synapses in a
network. We estimate N ≤ 30 for silicon MRRs. The constraint
on channel count inevitably limits the throughput, i.e. the amount
of information being processed, as well constrains the input di-
mension making some applications unfeasible. Ref. [10] shows
an approach to eliminate the FSR constraint by suppressing all
but one microring resonance but the level of suppression varies
with wavelength which isn’t ideal. In practice, N is even lower
due to effects like inter-channel crosstalk, and there have been
efforts to mitigate it [11]. Besides spectral scale, the physical
scale of the network also depends on the synapses. A smaller
synapse improves the compute density, which is a measure of
the number of operations done per unit time normalized per
unit area [12]. The size of a photonic device used as a synapse
determines the energy consumed while tuning the weight – the
smaller the device, the higher the efficiency. While MRRs are
relatively compact, as compared to interferometers [5], you can
only make it so much smaller without introducing too much
bending loss, typically MRRs have radii larger than 5 μm. To
make the synapse smaller entails a novel synapse.

Here, we present a novel WDM synapse – a photonic crystal
(PhC) weight bank, as illustrated in Fig. 1(c). Photonic crys-
tals (PhCs) are nanophotonic devices with periodic dielectric
function that allows to manipulate the propagation of light. By
introducing defects or breaking the periodicity is some way,
localized modes for some light frequency can be formed [13]

Fig. 3. WDM channel count limitation of microring resonator based WDM
systems, (a) Illustration of a microring of radius R and coupling coefficient,
r, (b) full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of MRR resonance as a function of
radius R, (c) free-spectral range (FSR) of MRR as a function of radius R, (d)

WDM channel count N , calculated as FSR(R)
2FWHM(R)

as a function of R, (e)
WDM channel count N as a function of coupling coefficient r.

forming the basis of engineering optical resonators. They are
also widely popular for nonlinear photonic applications like
all-optical switching [14], [15], electro-optic modulation [16],
[17]. The simplest form of PhCs is a one-dimensional PhC, also
known in literature as nanobeam cavities. Their one-dimensional
nature means they can easily be implemented in photonic inte-
grated circuits where light can be evanescently coupled through
a bus waveguide. PhC nanobeam based devices have previ-
ously been used as wavelength filters [18]. Here, we propose
a PhC-based synapse, which replaces the MRRs in the current
weight bank architecture, for two reasons. Firstly, we show
that PhCs can be FSR-free, which significantly improves the
WDM channel count, thereby enhancing the system throughput
and enabling neural network applications with high-dimensional
inputs. Secondly, we show that the physical size reduction with
PhCs improves the overall tuning energy efficiency. Our results
show that photonic crystals have the potential to enable the most
scalable next-generation photonic neural networks with high
throughput, energy efficiency and compute density.

II. SCALING CHALLENGE IN MRR-BASED SYNAPSES

Before proceeding to discussing PhCs, we would like to quan-
titatively analyse the scaling challenge in MRR-based synapses.
The channel count in an MRR-based WDM link is proportional
to the ratio of the free-spectral range (FSR) to the full-width
half-maximum (FWHM) of the resonance [6], [19]. The design
parameters in an MRR available to tune its FSR and FWHM are
the radius,R and the gap between the microring and the coupling
waveguide which determines the self-coupling coefficient, r,
(refer Fig. 3(a)). The range of each parameter is constrained
by foundry design rules due to their fabrication tolerances. To
illustrate the channel count limitation fundamental to MRRs, we
show how R and r affect the channel count, N in Figs. 3(b)–(e).
Figs. 3(b) and (c) show that FWHM and FSR decrease simi-
larly with increasing R. This results in N = FSR

2FWHM being a
constant function of R, as shown in Fig. 3(d). In other words,
one cannot change the allowable channel count by changing
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Fig. 4. (a) Design schematic of the PhC nanobeam cavity with horizontally
symmetric tapered holes with periodicity a, and cavity length Lc. Only 4 holes
on either sides are shown for simplicity of illustration. (b) Illustration of the
PhC cross-section. (c) Transverse mode profile of a bus waveguide and PhC
cross-section at the horizontal symmetry plane showing evanescent coupling
into the PhC. (d) Simulated transmission spectrum of the PhC cavity, revealing a
single Lorentzian resonance feature and thus its FSR-free property. (e) Simulated
2D electric field intensity profile showing the resonant cavity mode confined in
the PhC.

the MRR radius. Alternatively, one can vary the self-coupling
coefficient, r. Fig. 3(e) shows that N increases with r. However,
one cannot indefinitely increase r –in the high self-coupling limit
(r= 0.95),N approaches to 30. This illustrates that MRR-based
WDM links run into fundamental limits and cannot be scaled
indefinitely.

III. PHC DESIGN

An illustrative top-down view of the PhC nanobeam synapse
is shown in Fig. 4(a). It comprises a one-dimensional lattice
of cylindrical holes etched in a single-mode silicon waveguide,
as evident in the side-view of the cavity in Fig. 4(b). The 1D
nature eases both the design and fabrication constraints relative
to higher-dimensional PhC cavities. The PhC is horizontally
symmetric with 40 linearly tapered holes with radii in the range
[0.11, 0.04] μm and constant hole spacing of a = 0.33μm on
either side. The combination of linear radii tapering and a large
hole count ensures the phase velocity is preserved within each
segment of the nanobeam, minimizing losses in the cavity [20],
[21]. The resonance wavelength of the PhC can be varied by
changing the cavity length, Lc, which refers to the separation
between the two central holes. Light is coupled into the PhC
through a bus waveguide as shown in Fig. 4(a). The gap between
the waveguide and the PhC cavity was chosen to be 0.2 μm,

which optimized the cavity quality factor and is close to pa-
rameters in [22]. The width and thickness of both the bus and
nanobeam waveguides are 500 nm and 220 nm respectively.

We simulated the optical field distribution and transmission
of the PhC shown in Fig. 4(a). Fig. 4(c) shows the optical mode
at the horizontal symmetry plane of the PhC, calculated by a
finite-difference eigenmode (FDE) solver on Lumerical MODE.
It illustrates the evanescent coupling of light from the bus wave-
guide into the photonic crystal cavity. We then used a variational
finite difference time domain solver in Lumerical, to simulate
the transmission spectrum of the PhC across a wavelength range
of 100 nm. Fig. 4(d) shows the transmission spectrum of the
PhC, showing a single resonance at 1.519 μm. This illustrates
the FSR-free nature of the PhC within the wavelength range.
Fig. 4(e) shows the resonant mode within the cavity, occupying
0.16μm3 ≈ 0.59(λ/n)3, which is at least an order of magnitude
lower than typical microrings. Time aphodization was used so
that only the resonant mode profile was captured.

For application as synapses, the PhC resonance wavelength
needs to be tunable. Similar to MRR-based synapses, tuning the
resonance wavelength tunes the transmission value at a given
wavelength. In neural network terms, the transmission is the
“weight” associated to a synapse. We employ a simple thermal
tuning mechanism using metal heater deposited atop the pho-
tonic cavity, as shown in Fig. 4(b). The heat from the metal heater
results in a local temperature increase which tunes the local
index, due to the thermo-optic effect, and thereby tunes the cavity
resonance. There are many other approaches to index tuning in
silicon waveguides [23] which have been employed in PhCs
such as carrier-injection and depletion modulation using PN
junctions [24], as well as phase-change materials (PCMs) [25].

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CHARACTERIZATION

To establish the performance merits of PhCs relative to
MRRs, we fabricated devices with the design presented above
and experimentally characterized their resonance properties.
We experimentally verify that PhCs can be FSR-free within
operational wavelength range and also show they have higher
tuning efficiency than MRRs. We also discuss the design strategy
for designing PhC-based WDM photonic synapses, shown in
Fig. 1(c).

Fabrication was carried out on a commercial process at
Applied Nanotools, Canada. The devices were fabricated on
a silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer with 3 μm oxide cladding
atop silicon device layer. The silicon PhC, shown in the SEM
image in Fig. 5(b), was patterned via 100 keV electron beam
lithography as the feature size entails high resolution fabrication.
Fig. 5(a) shows the metal layers deposited atop for thermal tun-
ing. A 200 nm thick layer of high-resistance titanium-tungsten
alloy (TiW), with bulk resistivity (ρ) of 0.61 μΩ-m, is used as
the heater. A low resistance routing layer composed of tung-
sten/aluminum bi-layer is used to form contact to the heater.

The schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 6.
The photonic chip was placed on a temperature controlled copper
mount. The optical coupling into the on-chip waveguide is done
by a Vgroove fiber array (not shown) incident on on-chip TE
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Fig. 5. (a) Optical micrograph of a fabricated photonic crystal nanobeam
cavity, showing the Si device layer as well as the routing and heater layers
(taken with a Zeiss Axioscope microscope) (b) Zoomed-in view of an all-pass
photonic crystal nanobeam filter test structure captured with an SEM (Image
taken by Applied Nanotools, Canada).

Fig. 6. Experimental setup for PhC characterization: electrical control for res-
onance tuning by a Keithley current source, electrical and optical coupling with
the photonic chip is via electrical probes and Vgroove fiber array respectively
(not shown). Optical source is from a tunable laser and the output is collected
by a optical spectrum analyzer (OSA).

grating couplers. The optical input to the PhC is from a tunable
laser (TL) source, and the optical output is fed to an optical
spectrum analyzer (OSA). The round-trip optical insertion loss
of the grating couplers was 16 dB. However, recent advance-
ments in fiber-to-chip coupling strategy should reduce it below
1 dB [26]. For electrical control of the metal heater, an off-chip
current source is used, electrical coupling to the on-chip contact
pads is through electrical probes (Picoprobe). The current source
is remotely controlled using a lab automation software package,
Lightlab [27].

Fig. 7 shows a schematic illustration of the experiment –
input light of varying wavelengths is sent to the PhC and the
output is measured. The measured transmission is thus the ratio
of the output to the input at each optical frequency in the range
1525–1565 nm (spanning the entire C-band). From the measured
transmission spectrum of a PhC cavity shown, we see a single
resonance feature at around 1530.5 nm, with a Q-factor of 12,000
and extinction ratio of ≈14 dB. Having only a single resonance
indicates the cavity is free-spectral range (FSR)-free. In contrast,
for an MRR, a series of recurring resonances spaced an FSR
(tens of nm) apart is expected. The wide-band envelope observed
in the transmission spectrum can be attributed to the spectrum
of the grating coupler, and the oscillation to the air gap at the
fiber-chip interface.

Fig. 7. (top) Schematic illustration of the experiment showing the device input
and output. (bottom) Measured transmission spectrum of a PhC cavity showing
a single resonance within the C-band, verifying its FSR-free property.

Fig. 8. Comparison of thermal tuning efficiency between an MRR and a PhC
cavity test structures fabricated on the same chip. (a), (b) show the measured
transmission spectra, and (i), (ii) show the corresponding resonance shifts as a
function of heater powers for an MRR and a PhC respectively.

We then compare the experimentally measured tuning effi-
ciencies of a PhC and an MRR fabricated on the same photonic
die with identical routing and heater metal layers. The MRR
design parameters are: 8 μm radius and 300 nm gap between
bus and MRR. Tuning efficiency here is defined as the ratio of
measured shift of the resonance wavelength (Δλ) to the applied
heating power (Pheat) calculated as Pheat = I2 ×R where I is
the applied current and R is the resistance measured by the
Keithley source meter. Figs. 8(a) and (b) show the change in the
transmission spectra with thermal tuning for an MRR and a PhC
respectively. Fig. 8(i),(ii) show the corresponding resonance
shifts as a function of heater power. Using linear regression,
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Fig. 9. (top) Measured transmission spectra 3 PhCs of varying cavity lengths.
(bottom) Properties of the PhCs, including the cavity length Lc, resonance
wavelength λ0, quality factor Q and extinction ratio ER.

we calculate tuning efficiencies of 0.18 nm/mW for the PhC
and 0.04 nm/mW for the MRR. The efficiencies are expected to
be an underestimate as R is the resistance of the entire circuit.
However, it is adequate for a relative comparison, where we find
the PhC has a 4.5 times higher thermal tuning efficiency relative
to the MRR. Index-tuning efficiency increase here arises from
the cavity mode volume reduction in a PhC which translates to an
enhanced light-matter interaction relative to an MRR. Ref. [18]
demonstrated a three times better tuning efficiency in a PhC
nanobeam filter compared to an MRR; our results qualitatively
agree.

A. A PhC Weight Bank

Fig. 9 illustrates the PhC weight bank design – it is a series
of PhCs coupled to a common bus waveguide. Each PhC of
the weight bank is assigned a different wavelength channel,
which means the resonances of the PhCs need to varied such
that they collectively span the operational wavelength range.
One way to design PhCs with varying resonances is to vary
the cavity length, Lc (refer Fig. 4). We fabricated PhCs with
varying Lc and measured their transmission spectra and their
resonance wavelengths. Fig. 9 shows the measured transmission
spectra of three PhC filters with varying Lc (0.25 μm, 0.3 μm
and 0.35 μm). We find that varying Lc by 100 nm results in a
resonance wavelength shift of 12.4 nm (as reported in Fig. 9).
Superposing the transmission spectra of the three PhCs can
approximate the spectra of their corresponding weight bank. The
fabrication limit of the foundry was reported to be about 90 nm,
which means varying Lc cannot be a reliable design strategy
for finer tuning of the resonance wavelength. For finer tuning,
active resonance tuning mechanisms, such as thermal tuning, or
post-fabrication trimming [28] will be needed.

V. PERFORMANCE BENEFITS OF PHC-BASED SYNAPSES

Here we discuss the system performance metrics where PhC-
based synapses outperform their MRR counterparts. Fig. 2
encapsulates how the fundamental synapse properties lead to
overall performance metric improvements. Firstly, as shown

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE METRIC COMPARISON BETWEEN PHCS AND MRRS

in previous sections, PhCs can be designed to be FSR-free,
which increases the channel count in WDM-based weight banks.
More channels, in turn, means higher information throughput
and amenability to high-dimensional inputs. Secondly, PhC
nanobeam cavities, as discussed prior, occupy the same area as a
single-mode waveguide and have a higher optical confinement.
This size reduction brings about benefits in terms of improved
tuning energy efficiency and compute density. A quantitative
comparison between PhCs and MRRs across these metrics can
be found in Table I.

First, we examine how eliminating the FSR limitation in PhC
increases the WDM channel count relative to MRRs within the
C-band. In this comparison, we estimate the theoretical channel
count in the limit as: N = FSR

2FWHM (refer Fig. 3). Due to the
FSR-free nature of the PhC filters in the C-band, channels can
span the entire C-band. We assume identical Q factor of 104,
which is typical for silicon MRRs and also within the range of
that of our fabricated PhCs as reported in Fig. 9. Identical Q
implies identical FWHM, which means N now depends solely
on the FSR. Assume a typical MRR FSR of 12 nm and we
set the FSR proxy of PhC to be 35 nm (entire C-band). We
find that N = 130 for PhCs, which is 4 times higher than in
an MRR weight bank (refer Fig. 3). If we don’t constrain to
the C-band, the system operational wavelength range will only
be limited by the bandwidth of other components like off-chip
amplifiers, grating couplers, etc. Also, here we assume identical
Qs, however by tweaking the mirror holes in the PhC cavity, Q
factors up to 107 have been shown [20] which would result in
> 104 channels just within C-band. We do note that a higher
Q means a longer cavity photon lifetime (τ ) (by the relation
τ = 2Q

ω0
where ω0 is the cavity resonance frequency) which can

adversely affect other metrics like processing speed. We note
that any thermal crosstalk is not considered here, and given the
all-pass nature, coherent crosstalk effects, present in add-drop
MRRs [11], are absent.

A direct implication of improved channel count is seen in
throughput. Throughput is a primary incentive for using WDM-
based photonic synapses. It can be estimated as the signal speed
(limited by the synapse bandwidth) times the number of WDM
channels. For Q of 104, typical for silicon MRRs, the maximum
signal rate would be 60 Gbps. Then the maximum system
throughput with the maximum channel count of 30 would be 1.8
Tbps. In PhCs, owing to increased channel count, the throughput
can scale upto 7.2 Tbps for C-band.

For neural networks, the ability to handle high-dimensional
input is crucial, especially for applications like image clas-
sification (with large pixel count) [30] or natural language
processing (NLP) where a large vector space is required to
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learn associations between words [31]. Increased channel count
using PhCs directly translates to photonic neural networks being
amenable to applications with high-dimensional inputs. While
dimensionality reduction techniques are often used in neural
network models to ease the computational cost, training time
and prevent overfitting, the dimensions are still beyond what
what MRR-based photonic systems would be able to handle.
Without a scalable solution like PhCs, applications with high
input dimensions would not be feasible. Another consideration
for scalability is the transmission loss. For PhC nanobeams with
transmission α = 97% [32] in an 8-bit MAC operation, the
minimal optical power required by a photodetector would be
Ne·e
Δτ ·R where Ne = 28 electrons, R = 0.9. With an input power
of 10 dBm, we estimate the channel count to be 350, which is
larger than the limit of 130 within the C-band.

Energy consumption is often cited as the impetus to novel
neural network hardware, in particular photonics [2]. It is also
estimated that the majority of energy consumption in a neu-
ral network stems from the energy costs of synapses, since
they scale as n2 whereas the nonlinear unit scales as n for n
neurons [12]. Energy consumption in synapses is the energy
associated with tuning and holding the weight value. We exper-
imentally demonstrated that a PhC had about 4.5 times higher
thermal tuning efficiency than an MRR (refer Fig. 8). Energy
consumption per weighting operation, in units of J/bits, can be
calculated as the power consumed divided by the signal speed.
With higher tuning efficiency, we can expect proportionately
lower energy consumption per weighting operation. The overall
energy reduction would then scale with the size of the neural
network. The energy consumption values for a single PhC-based
synapse and an MRR-based synapse, based on reported thermal
tuning efficiency values in prior literature and a bit rate of 10 G,
are shown in Table I. Energy efficiency for any index tuning
in a photonic cavity depends on the interaction between light
and the medium. For photonic cavities, this relationship can be
quantified by the Purcell factor, Fp, defined as

Fp ≈ λ3
0

Q

V
(1)

where λ0 is the cavity resonant wavelength, Q is the cavity
quality factor and V is the cavity mode volume. Let Δp be the
ratio of the tuning efficiency of a PhC to that of an MRR. We
can now calculate Δp as:

Δp =
Fp,PhC

Fp,MRR
=

QPhC

QMRR

VMRR

VPhC
. (2)

If we can assume QPhC = QMRR, the tuning efficiency of PhC
is proportionately reduced with the cavity mode volume relative
to an MRR. Since we had QPhC = 1

20QMRR in our experiment,
the tuning efficiency improvement was not too significant. PhC
cavities with Q ≈ 107 have been demonstrated before [20],
meaning PhCs should offer orders of magnitude higher tuning
efficiency relative to MRRs. Another point to note is that this
energy efficiency improvement translates to any index tuning
mechanism, for example carrier modulation [33].

Finally, we compare MRRs and PhCs against another impor-
tant metric, compute density. It is defined as the numbers of

operations done per unit time per unit MAC area, where MAC
refers to the multiply-and-accumulate operation in a synapse
unit [12]. In simple terms, it is a measure how physically
compact can a processor be. It is also useful as a standard
metric to compare different types of neural hardware (photonic,
digital and analog electronics), which vary greatly in size and
multiplexing techniques. In [12], the authors estimated that
sub-λ photonics can achieve 100 times higher compute density
than MRR-based architectures. For a typical MRR of radius
7 μm [19] and a sampling speed of 10 GS/s, its compute density
would be 100 tera MAC/smm 2. For the PhC filter presented
here, with footprint of 13 μ m2 and the same sampling speed,
the compute density is 770 tera MAC/smm 2, about 8 times
higher than an MRR. It can be further improved by reducing
the PhC footprint, nanobeams of only 2 μ m have been demon-
strated [24]. The compute density would eventually be limited
by the inter-channel thermal crosstalk. However, clever design
strategies can be employed to alleviate this issue. Firstly, since
the optical mode is confined to mostly the central section of the
PhC (refer to Fig. 4(e)), the heater needs to be only as long as
the optical mode confinement length. Shorter heaters would then
minimize inter-channel thermal crosstalk. Secondly, isolation
trenches can disrupt the thermal conduction pathway and reduce
the likelihood of crosstalk [34].

While our results are promising, further investigation will be
necessary to enable photonic crystals as synapses in photonic
neural networks. For example, it is worthwhile to look into
ways to increase the PhC quality factor which will improve the
tuning energy efficiency. Next, we can test the synapse archi-
tecture in Fig. 1(c), specifically, demonstrate multi-wavelength
weighting by PhCs, summing by a photodetector and a non-
linear transformation by an electro-optic modulator. Also, the
current PhC synapse architecture, as shown in Fig. 1(c), only
allows for positive weights, unlike the add-drop MRR synapse
architecture which permits both positive and negative weights.
Positive weights suffice for typical artificial neural networks,
but spiking networks require negative weights for inhibition [3].
Future work can explore improved PhC synapse architecture
that can allow for negative weights in spiking networks. Finally,
the tuning speed of thermal heaters is limited by the heater-
waveguide physical separation to 100 kHz [35] which limits the
weight reconfiguration speed. For higher reconfiguration speeds,
electro-optic modulation schemes using carrier-based tuning on
PhCs will need to be explored [24].

VI. CONCLUSION

High bandwidth of photonics is what makes it incredibly
powerful, both for signal communication and processing. To
take advantage of the bandwidth, photonic systems often im-
plement wavelength division multiplexing (WDM). Prior work
on WDM-based photonic neural hardware uses microring res-
onators as the synapses, which fundamentally have an upper
limit on the channel count, that prohibits network scale. We
propose a photonic crystal nanobeam cavity based synapse as the
most scalable synapse solution for photonic neural networks. We
have experimentally demonstrated superior performance merits
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of PhCs pertinent to synaptic weighting including: first, an FSR-
free operation, which results in 4 times higher channel density
within the C-band and second, a 4.5 times higher weight tuning
efficiency resulting from its smaller mode volume. Increased
channel count improves the system throughput as well as makes
the hardware amenable to applications with high-dimensional
input like natural language processing. Another benefit from the
smaller footprint of PhC is in compute density, a measure of
processing done per unit physical area, which we estimate to
be about 8 times higher compute density for our current design.
Further work will be dedicated to cavity design optimization, and
development of calibration and control procedures for practical
applications of such weight banks.
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